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CEO Comments
Markets continued being nervous during April. Apart from the uncertainty around Russia and Ukraine, we saw further
increases in the interest rates from FED, as well as a first increase in many years from the Swedish central bank. As if a war
and hiking interest rates was not enough, the inflation rates once again came in on a high level, even higher than expected.
This cocktail resulting in a nervous and uncertain sentiment around the markets, leading to volatile trading.
After a couple of years with quantitative easing and pretty much constant multiple expansion, investors are now facing some
trouble for the first time in a while. To me it is fascinating to observe how fast the general sentiment is changing. During
2020 and parts of 2021, top line growth, acquisitions at any price and an exciting equity story was pretty much all that
mattered. EV/sales multiples in the low double digits were considered bargains as long as the company was growing fast, no
matter how capital effective the growth was. Now on the other hand, the typical stock that is a perfect fit on the previous
description is a no-go stock. What matters now is instead a strong balance sheet, earnings and last but not least, cash flows.
Sound pretty rational, doesn’t it?
What I find most interesting in all this is the fact that we knew that paying an insane price for a crazy leveraged company
with bad earnings (and even worse cash flows) is wrong. Or more diplomatically worded, the probability for good returns is
uncomfortably bad, and the probability for bad returns is uncomfortably high. Still, some of the most popular stocks during
the past years was exactly those that I just described. Why? Because it worked. The companies grew at a high pace, the market
premiered their stocks for the growth, they kept growing and the market kept premiering.
So, what is the lesson from all this? As the market was going up, the general belief what that it would continue going up. As
it is now more uncertain, and the markets are going down, the general belief is that it will continue to do so. Humans are an
interesting species, we believe that what happened yesterday will happen again, both today and tomorrow. No matter the
probability. I believe that one of the major edges that you can get as an investor, is to be able to think different from others,
and remain calm when all others are panicking. That is exactly what we are trying to do now. The general rules are always as
following, stay calm, stay rational and try to think for yourself. I believe that is how you will find your own path, and that is
what you need to reach exceptional long-term returns.
As always, we keep searching for exciting investment opportunities. During April we found one that we decided to invest in,
the Norwegian company Autostore. We also decided to increase our position in Admicom. On the sell side we decided to exit
our investment in Eastnine. This was our only holding with ties to Russia, and the geopolitical uncertainties combined with
the other macro difficulties made us see better opportunities elsewhere.
As I am writing this, we are in the middle of the Q1 earnings season. As always, a very interesting and intensive period. This
is now our main focus, and will continue so a couple of weeks into May. After the earnings season, only a couple of weeks
remain until the summer which usually is a bit more calm on our end. Up until that point however, we will continue to be
curious for new investment ideas.
Ludwig Germunder
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Asset Manager's Comments
After the slight rebound of equities during March, markets fell again in April. During the monthl, OMXSGI returned
-3,78% and the index closed at -17,0% YTD. Compared to OMXSGI, our equities traded -4,2% for the month and HCM
is hence down -21,0% YTD.
The best performers during the month were Essity, Evolution and Admicom. The worst performers were SBB, Vestum
and MedCap.
In terms of portfolio activity, April was a highly active month for HCM, with both investments and divestments
being made.
Regarding our latest decisions when it comes to buying, I would like to give a brief introduction to our newly added
position in the norwegian large cap company Autostore. AutoStore is a market leading provider of automated storage
solutions, targeting business within warehousing. With its highly profitable solutions for cubic storage, which can
save customers up to 75 percent warehouse capacity, the company is benefitting massively from the strong underlying
growth trend of Warehouse Automation. Among attractive characteristics of the investment, we also see a beneficial
competitional landscape, as well as a sticky revenue model driving growth. Furthermore, the share has recently seen
major headwinds, creating an appealing entry level for HCM.
The whole portfolio returned -4,85% in April, underperforming our benchmark index which fell by -2,43%. Global
Bonds returned a positive 3,07% compared to our benchmark which was down -1,13%. Corporate Bonds returned a
negative -2,67%, while the benchmark fell by -0,61%. Alternative Investments returned a positive 0,69% compared to
Barclays Hedge Fund Index which preliminary was down by -2,59%. It is important to note that our reported return
in Alternative Investments is lagging with one month. This is due to the funds’ NAV’s updating after the last day of
the month.
Sincerely, Leonard Lenhoff
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